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Plants of Wupatki National Monument

The—arid -lands &f-Wupatki support a taxge number of—plants whdrch are—we-ldr"adapted "

to a desert environment. The gray-green foliage which characterizes much of the land

scape absorbs less heat than the dark green leaves found in wetter and cooler areas.

Many of the leaves are small to reduce water loss; others have a thick waxy coating.

The succulent plants store water in their leaves or in their stems. Desert plants have

either extensive shallow root systems that quickly absorb the occasional rainfall or

very deep roots that tap water sources far below the soil surface. Many desert plants

even differ physiologically from their wet climate relatives. They use a special type

of photosynthesis which is most efficient in the hot, bright, dry conditions of the desert

Wupatki has several areas of distinctly different vegetation. The western end

of the park, because it receives slightly more rainfall, is a grassland. The grasses

are typical of western short-grass prairies and include three-awns, gramas, galleta,

The rest of the park has many juniper trees.

The largest plant in the area, these evergreens have

had numerous uses. The hard wood is suited for fencing,

building material and fuel. The edible berries have

flavored foods ranging from venison to gin. Juniper

ash is used in several Hopi and Navajo breads and a

red dye is made from it. The tree's bark, finely

shredded, was a traditional diaper material.

A smaller distinctive plant is the yucca.

During most of the year, the yucca appears to be a

cluster of long pointed leaves growing from the ground.

In the spring, a tall stalk develops which is covered

first with large white blossoms and then with seed

pods. Every part of the yucca has been used by South

west residents. The leaves were used whole as basket

weaving materials or beaten until fibrous and woven

into sandals and rope. The seeds can be roasted and

eaten and the mashed root used as soap.

Another distinctive bush is Mormon tea or ephedra. Mormon tea looks like a

cluster of leafless green stems but there are actually tiny leaves at the joints of the

stems. In the spring. Mormon tea blooms and produces a small seed-bearing cone. Mormon

settlers did make tea from the plants and it has had many medicinal uses.




